Every year since 2003, in the month of June, Accademia di Romania in Roma brings together
the Roman public, contemporary artists and the fellows joining from the institutes and the
academies members of the Union of Foreign Academies in Rome. Spazi Aperti is an event
exclusively designed for artists in residence and based on an original concept created by the
Romanian fellow artists eighteen years ago. Due to its reach tradition, it is known amid the
Roman academic and artistic environment as a landmark for the young international community
of artists in residence, in the Eternal City.
In this rich cultural reality, where foreign institutes and academies aim to stimulate cooperation
between resident fellows and the dialogue of ideas in different areas, Accademia di Romania is
perfectly integrated with this original, dynamic and generous project, the outcome of an openmindedness that defines us and that we cultivate on a daily base.
We set up a path and we continue our journey, not without some adjustments, calibrations and
unexpected new ideas. The 2020 edition of Spazi Aperti is a virtual agora, on a brand new road,
but with an unchanged mission, that of providing a platform to hold space for authentic cultural
debates, encouraging creative ateliers for contemporary art and building on a common vision
which brings together the world of fellow artists with the local and worldwide audiences and the
professionals.
Prof. Rudolf Dinu,
Director of Accademia di Romania in Roma
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SPAZI APERTI
ISSUE #18
WE ARE ASKING ART OUT
Today, the future is showing us two directions: one is connection and collaboration, the second
one is control and cocooning. We are asking art out so that together we can welcome a better, cocreated future. We aim for cross-collaborations, audience engagement, dynamic display of art.

WWW.SPAZIAPERTI.ACADEMY

Our goal is to archive “the moment” we are passing through for the future generations of artists.
For this “e-motional edition” of "Spazi Aperti", we are encouraging artists to express themselves
through mediums they never used before, to be experimental, to be open to collaboration, to
create content, to intervene, to transform and adapt, allowing the art to metamorphose day by
day, minute by minute, with each intervention.
Daily art display
Online 24/24
Showing the works of international artist scholars, at the moment in residency in the Academies
and Cultural Institutes in Rome.

SEE ALL ART >
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The Restricted Garden
by Famed, June 2020
“The idyllic park of the German Academy Rome Villa Massimo is
enclosed by an impressive wall, which only a little while ago was
still topped by barbed wire. [...] Villa Massimo is a restricted garden,
indeed.
The artistic duo Famed for some years already is interested in
biodynamic gardening - in its praxis as well as in the connected socioecological theories, which not only draw relations between the world
of plants and human society but also deal with a larger concept of
interconnectedness. Shortly after their arrival in Rome, Famed started
experimenting with planting autochthon seeds they imported from
their German home in Leipzig to see which effect the Italian soil and
climate would have on these floral migrants. In the beginning of March
2020, due to the fast spreading new Corona Virus and the decision
of the Italian government to impose a nationwide curfew, what
always had seemed to be a restricted garden turned into a kind of
golden cage. The artist duo Famed, which had grown up in the GDR,
refused to accept the idea of an impermeable separation. Sticking
strictly to governmental sanctions, they did not leave the park of Villa
Massimo except for doing the groceries, but with the help of tools and
instruments they found on the premises, they built a device to proof
that their no such thing like isolation. They mounted three movable
earth patches on the electric vehicle of Villa Massimo’s gardeners and
equipped it with a huge sail, in order to catch the wind and, most of
all, to capture the seeds that cross the walls traveling with the breeze.
For six weeks, the vehicle, a movable restricted garden within the
restricted garden, was moved each day to different spot along the
walls, following the wind of the day.
The Restricted Garden still is a work in process with obvious traits of
institutional (if not even in a larger sense social) critique. It cannot be
read without a reference to the art history of the hortus conclusus, the
cloister garden with flowers, fruits and often a fertile well surrounded
by unsurmountable walls. The garden of the monastery, protecting not
only the nuns but indeed Virgin Mary herself, is charged symbolically
with the ideas of pureness and immaculacy. Famed’s subversive act
of fertilizing the restricted garden is questioning the broader concept
of virginity, not of the female gender but of communities, which can
only survive by being permeable.”
Julia Draganović
Director of the German Academy Rome Villa Massimo
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Jana Leo, June 5, 2020
Text 1
A person may be identified by LANGUAGE (name), IMAGE (photograph) and NUMBER ( ID, DNI, or SS). In an
effort to identify the person as human beyond quantity (statistics), the New York Times listed the names, ages
and some personal information of Americans who died from COVID-19 on its front page. A name is not a code. It
has no meaning other than emotional value for those who know the person. A photograph, even when taken for
an objective purpose such as a passport photo or a driver’s license, contains many elements. A photograph gives
not only statistical information: gender, race and age, but also personal information through facial expression,
quality of the skin, hair, etc.. You receive a lot of information from an image, not only values but emotions (such
as the level of bitterness, pain, discomfort or despair I witnessed over the two month process of my father dying).
To list names with a defining comment simply moves obituaries to the front page. The news is death displayed as
art. Simone Landon, assistant editor of the Times Graphics desk, described the list of nearly a thousand names
from hundreds of newspapers printed on the front page, as a “rich tapestry... A team of editors from across the
newsroom, in addition to three graduate student journalists, read them and gleaned phrases that depicted the
uniqueness of each life lost:
‘Alan Lund, 81, Washington, conductor with ‘the most amazing ear’ … ‘
‘Theresa Elloie, 63, New Orleans, renowned for her business making detailed pins and corsages … ‘
‘Florencio Almazo Morán, 65, New York City, one-man army … ‘
‘Coby Adolph, 44, Chicago, entrepreneur and adventurer … ‘
Text 2
I am writing this on May 30th, 2020, with the deafening sounds of helicopters overhead and rioting on the streets
below. The riots, in reaction to the murder of George Floyd, make sense. But where is the revolt against a
negligence that allowed a virus to become a pandemic? Why do people have less problem accepting negligence
than direct wrongdoing? Negligence is systematic, not something that happens by mistake. Negligence is the
civilized version of genocide. Governmental negligence is invisible both in the way it is acted out and in its
effect: 100,000 unphotographed dead Americans. People are rioting because a video of George Floyd being
murdered was made public. A riot needs an image. In her opinion piece in the New York Times, “Where are the
photos of people dying of Covid?,”[7] Sarah Elizabeth Lewis states, “In times of crisis, stark images of sacrifice or
consequence have often moved masses to act.” The piece is Illustrated with images of cardboard box coffins at
the Gerard J. Neufeld funeral home in Flushing, Queens. The coffins are marked “HEAD,” at one end. We need
images of those who died to stop government negligence, systematic abuse and “the excess of capitalism.” But
we don’t have them. The excuse for having no images of the dead or the dying is medical privacy. We have not
seen how the virus affects the expression of its host or how the body tissue is destroyed. When my father died
three years ago, I saw the effects of death by Cancer. My father’s legs were swollen and yellowed like old marble,
his face was purple and his arms so atrophied he was unable to hold a cup. We were never particularly close, but
his decline had a profound effect on me. The difference between seeing and not seeing is important. Personalized
death in a terrifying, visceral way made me fear death. . Would unseen images of the mortally ill, make an equally
profound impression on those of us grappling with this “invisible” enemy?

2

Images of dying serve as a warning of death. A man in Florida wore a skeleton costume to the beach to warn
people of the consequences of returning to the “old normal” in a time of COVID-19. Death is usually a private
9
matter, but in a pandemic, images of death are a public necessity, and we should see them.
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(1) FAMED
Fellows at Villa Massimo
THE RESTRICTED GARDEN

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/famed

[...] The Restricted Garden still is a work in process with
obvious traits of institutional (if not even in a larger sense
social) critique. It cannot be read without a reference to
the art history of the hortus conclusus, the cloister garden
with flowers, fruits and often a fertile well surrounded by
unsurmountable walls.

[...] The artist marked and photographed 77 stone
and marble pillars placed in the public spaces of
Rome they represent a metaphor for the way things
are seen and they are given meaning.

(3) CLAUDIO SOTOLONGO
Fellow at Real Academia de Espagna
VANDALAS O POETAS VISUALES

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/
claudio-sotolongo

(2) LUCIA GHEGU
Fellow at Accademia di Romania in Roma
THE IMPORTANCE OF A GESTURE

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/lucia-ghegu

A microscopic journey through a sequence plane
shows us an unknown territory formed by organic
and artificial elements.This video tries to illuminate
new imaginary of an underworld that in recent
months has transcended towards a new change of
consciousness in all of humanity.

(5) ALEXANDRA OANCEA
Fellow at Accademia di Romania in Roma
IO SONO! / MIGRANT CHAIR

Through my works I use human portraits not only
for representing a specific person, but to illustrate
feelings, problems of our society and of our daily life,
and so they are becoming Characters. I called them
Portraits of Feelings.

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/alexandra-oancea

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/
clementine-ortega

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/sharon-kelly
In our project, we experimented with ancient drawings of Roman
Architectures, specifically with the work of Paul-Marie Letarouilly,
a french architect, who drew all Renaissance architectures. We
then fed these drawings with a specific mapping-method to an
AI developed by Christian, with the goal of „teaching“ the ai to
invent Facades in the style of Roman Renaissance.”

(11) ANAIS WENGER
Fellow at Istituto Svizzero, Roma

Some people also call television the cinema of
the prisoners, referring those who contemplate
the world from their homes. Inspired by what do
we perceived through the neighbors windows, my
father and I developed years ago a filter which
synthesis all colors of each shot.

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/sebastian-christian

PRISONERS CINEMA : DECAMERON, PIER
PAOLO PASOLINI,1971
https://www.spaziaperti.academy/anais-wenger
(12) BEA BONAFINI & SARAH PUPO
Fellows at British School at Rome
UNSEEING /
ARTISTS TAKE OVER THE PLATFORM

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/bea-sarah
(13) CARLA BERROCAL
Fellow at Real Academia de Espagna
LA ESPERA TORERA

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/carla-berrocal

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/jana-leo

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/
yvon-chabrowski

(9) SHARRON KELLY
Fellow at British School at Rome
IMAGES COLLECTED, CREATED AND REMEMBERED IN RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19
SITUATION

(10) SEBASTIAN ERNST
& CHRISTIAN LOSERT
Fellows at Villa Massimo
ROMA ETERNA

(6) JANA LEO
Fellow at Real Academia de Espagna
ONION NECKLACE // ROME- NEW YORK, CORONA VIRUS, THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE STATE

(7) YVON CHABROWSKI
Fellow at Villa Serpentara, German Academy
TOUCHING THE IMAGES

The work TOUCHING THE IMAGES goes
back to the question, how we touch images
and results from the thought that the imagetouching itself becomes a gesture and a
picture.

Body distortions and the emulation of color effects that
I’ve seen in the canvas of the paintings I studied from,
are some of the elements I play with in this video and
series of photographs.

Kelly’s work gravitates around drawing and
explores ideas of bodily interiority, emotional
states, and mind - body synergy. Her work deals
with the potentially unsettling confrontation of the
fragmented, broken body; ideas around notions of
liminality and transformation.

The piece merges the anthropological research
conducted in Rome with the physical isolation
experienced in Havana. It’s a poetic cartography of
the everyday practice of citizenship.

(4) ENRIQUE RADIGALES
Fellow at Real Academia de Espagna
PSICONUTS

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/
enrique-radigales

(8) IRENE-CLÉMENTINE ORTEGA
Fellow at Real Academia de Espagna
DISTORTED LOVE 2019-2020

Participating Academies:

(14) SUSANNA INGLADA
Fellow at Real Academia de
Espagna
CROWDS SERIES

https://www.spaziaperti.academy/susanna-inglada

Spazi Aperti XVIII 2020
Contemporary art exhibition
Organized by:
Accademia di Romania in Roma
With the support of:
Istituto Culturale Romeno
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